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Abstract:
A group of satellites can be classified as a constellation, formation or cluster. Multiple
coordinated satellites are described as a formation, if a closed-loop control is adjusted, thus
providing a coordinated motion control on basis of their relative positions to preserve the
topology (Schilling [2009]). This technology enables various application scenarios, for example,
interferometry or in-orbit servicing and it is subject to multiple technological requirements
related to formation flying, limited resources or scientific payloads. In the framework of the
feasibility study NaKoFo, this paper discusses the potential benefits, drawbacks and problems
associated with intersatellite links and relative navigation with pico- and nanosatellites. The
requirements of an intersatellite link are analyzed based on frequency, modulation, antenna,
power and network protocol. A short overview of adequate communication systems for pico- and
nanosatellites is also presented. Technologies for relative position determination are presented
and discussed regarding their applicability in small satellite systems as well as their requirements
on an intersatellite link.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, various autonomous formation flying
missions have been successfully demonstrated. TanDEM-
X was launched in the first half of 2010 as a technology
mission, designed to fly in a closely controlled formation
with TerraSAR-X. This mission facilitates a new area in
space borne radar remote sensing. Both almost identical
spacecrafts will generate a consistent global digital eleva-
tion model of the earth with an unprecedented accuracy.
Each satellite has a mass around 1200 kg which implies
high launch and development costs.

In contrast, the application of pico- and nanosatellites has
significant scientific and cost advantages over using large,
heavy satellites. It enables research institutions to re-
duce costs while implementing technology demonstration
missions in space. This trend will take advantage of the
advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
in the upcoming years. An example for a formation flying
mission could be the observation of volcanic ash clouds
(see Figure 1), done by a closed controlled formation of
picosatellites. It can be expanded to include a greater ex-
tent of satellites, as envisioned by NASA’s ANTS’s Mission
(Curtis et al. [2000]).

The implementation of autonomy implies a minimal de-
pendence on ground stations and so intersatellite links
must be used to allow satellites to share their individual

Fig. 1. Observation of a volcanic ash cloud with picosatel-
lites

information and use their combined resources to achieve
a more complex goal (Kusza and Paluszek [2000]). The
shared information include relative poses, attitudes or
status information. An Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) defines
a two-way communication path between satellites and
provides flexibility in the space segment implementation.
A position determination system independent of frequent
groundstation contact is necessary not only for establish-
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Fig. 2. UWE-1

ing a communication link but also for almost any applica-
tion which ought to be fulfilled by the satellite formation
(Bauer et al. [1999]).

The realization of the communication system acts in ac-
cordance with a mission scenario due to specific require-
ments in terms of frequency, modulation, communication
distance, data rate, antenna technology or network pro-
tocol. For example, TanDEM- X and TerraSAR-X are
flying in a closely controlled formation with distances
between 250 and 500 m. In contrast, scheduled formation
missions like FAST will deal with relative distances be-
tween 1 and 1225 km (Delft [2010]). Formation flying also
demands different control accuracies. An overview of orbit
control requirements for past and future mission with its
dependence on the operation distance is presented in (Gill
et al. [2001]). Small satellites without orbit control suffer
from drift caused by various perturbations such as Earth’s
geophysical forces or solar radiation pressure. Thereby
the topology of a satellite group and thus the network
connectivity and relative distances change over time. A
mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) with its reconfiguration
capabilities promises significant increases in robustness
in case of network topology changes (Drentschew et al.
[2011] and Bridges and Vladimirova [2008]). An effective
space network will also require the optimization of ter-
restrial wireless protocols to space to satisfy the needs of
autonomous distributed satellites. (Magness and Plancke
[2006]) proposed different network classes (e.g. lander-
rover, microsensor-lander network) and the use of ter-
restrial IEEE 802.11 wireless protocols. A full, in-depth
presentation of all requirements is beyond the scope of
this paper. Rather, we will focus on the intersatellite link
and relative navigation system. In section 2, we will briefly
describe some pico- and nanosatellite missions, followed by
an overview of useful communication and relative naviga-
tion systems in section 3 and 4.

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART

The following overview introduces examples for pico- and
nanosatellite missions. So far, formation flying has been
demonstrated by large satellites like TanDEM-X but the
main objective of this paper is the identification of usable
communication and relative navigation systems for pico-
and nanosatellites. There were many successful picosatel-
lite missions in the past years. A survey with detailed
information is listed in (Klofas et al. [2008]).

UWE-1 was the first German picosatellite, built by the
University of Würzburg (Schmidt and Zeiger [2006]). The

communication subsystem is based on a modified PR430
transceiver, normally used by radio amateurs for data
transmission via packet radio. It supports a baud rate of
1200/9600 and applies the AX.25 communication proto-
col. The main scientific objective was the optimization
of the Internet Protocol (IP) parameters in adaption to
the measured space environment. Furthermore cross layer
optimizations have been analyzed between AX.25 and
higher protocols (i.e. IP, HTTP) (Schilling [2009]). Despite
limited resources of picosatellites, it was possible to com-
plete telecommunication experiments and demonstrate the
availability of IP on a CubeSat. The implementation of
UWE-1 and its successor UWE-2 provided important
know-how for upcoming missions towards formation flying
(Schmidt et al. [2008]).

CanX-4&5 are nanosatellites of the Spaceflight Labo-
ratory (SFL) at the University of Toronto. This mission
will establish the core technologies necessary for formation
flying endeavors at any scale, while capitalizing on the low-
cost nature and rapid design cycle of nanosatellites (Cal-
libot et al. [2005], Orr et al. [2007] and Orr et al. [2008]).
The precursors CanX-1 and CanX-2 are already operating
in orbit. CanX-2 proved a S-Band communication system
in combination with a patch antenna in order to enable
an intersatellite link for CanX-4&5, which is capable of
transmitting/receiving 10 kbps to a maximum range of
5 km. The relative navigation system is based on carrier-
phase differential GPS techniques and a navigation control
algorithm with accuracies less than 10 cm for seperation
distances between 50 and 1000 m. The determination of
the absolute position is stated with an accuracy around
1 m.

GeneSat-1, MAST and KySat-1 are similar picosatel-
lite missions with regard to the communication systems.
All satellites are using a S-Band Commercial Off-The-Shelf
(COTS) transceiver of Microhard Systems Inc. for data
transmission (Microhard Systems Inc. [2010]). GeneSat-
1and KySat-1 are equipped with an amateur band and S-
band communication system. The UHF/VHF subsystem
of KySat-1 enables the satellite to downlink data and
receive commands from amateur band ground stations.
The additional S-band transceiver is the MHX2400 spread
spectrum radio, manufactured by Microhard Systems Inc.
While GeneSat-1 was launched on 11 December 2006, the
KySat-1 mission is currently scheduled on November 2010.

3. SURVEY OF COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEMS

Transceivers are an important part of the communication
system. The amount and reliability of transmitted data
depends on the implemented transceiver. The design of
an entire transceiver out of individual components is sub-
ject to various challenges. Building a custom communi-
cation subsystem allows tighter control of requirements
and specifications, and encourages the next generation of
students to learn about building small RF circuits (Klofas
et al. [2008]). These transceivers are usually less successful,
which is why the adaption of a commercial off-the-shelf
transceiver is preferred in the scope of upcoming missions.
Many COTS transceivers would have significant difficulties
functioning in space. The reduction of mass and volume,
limited power resources or active thermal dissipation are
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Table 1. Overview of adequate transceivers

Transceiver Frequency Data Rate Distance Output Power Mass

MHX-2420 2,4 - 2,5 GHz ≤ 230.4 kbps 50 km 20 - 30 dBm 55 g

MHX-920A 902 - 928 MHz ≤ 230.4 kbps 100 km 20 - 30 dBm 55 g

MHX-425 400 - 450 MHz ≤ 230.4 kbps 100 km 20 - 30 dBm 80 g

Stensat 144 - 146 / 435 - 438 MHz 1200 bps 100 km 6 - 10 dBm N/A

some examples for these difficulties. The transceivers pre-
sented in the following, have flown on several missions and
demonstrated the usability for space applications. Table
1 lists adequate transceivers with its physical parameters.
The combination with an antenna enables higher commu-
nication distances. Microhard Systems Inc. develops vari-
ous transceivers which differ in frequency, communication
distance or mass for example.

MHX-2420 operates in the industrial, scientific and med-
ical (ISM) radio band at speeds up to 230.4 kbps. It is
significantly faster than the older MHX-2400. An improved
sensitivity for greater link margins can be enabled by using
the ”slow mode” limited to 19.2 kbps. The transceiver’s
predecessor, MHX2400 has flown with GeneSat-1, MAST
and KySat-1. For example, the MAST inspector satellites
are equipped with a Microhard radio in combination with
a monopol antenna. (Klofas et al. [2008]) stated that more
than 2 MB of telemetry have been downloaded from one
inspector satellite. Another successful demonstration of a
S-Band downlink was done by GeneSat-1. The satellite,
equipped with a patchantenne, provided around 500 kB of
payload data.

The Frequency Hopping Wireless Modems MHX-920A
and MHX-425, designed for the UHF band, feature ro-
bust, high speed, low latency and secure data communica-
tions. Both transceivers support an adjustable data rate,
distances up to 100 km, depending on data rate and line-of-
sight, and a low power consumption in Sleep Mode. MHX-
425 was the primary on-board communication system of
the picosatellite ITUpSat-1, launched 2009. An advantage
of the MHX-920A is a lower mass which is an important
factor for pico- and nanosatellites.

The Stensat radio is based on the Motorola MC13136
receiver and MC13175 transmitter. The uplink (ground to
satellite) operates in the VHF band at a carrier frequency
between 144 and 146 MHz. The AFSK modulation scheme
allows a data rate of 1200 baud (i.e. 1200 symbols/second).
The downlink operates in the UHF band at a frequency
between 435 and 438 MHz. The operation mode can be
switched between 1200 AFSK and 9600 baud FSK. Both,
uplink and downlink use the AX.25 protocol for packet
data transmission. It periodically transmits telemetry and
was part of the communication system of the first Colom-
bian picosatellite Libertad-1, launched 2007. The primary
ground station at the university did not work during the
launch campaign, and due to a rotor failure just after
launch, no uplink attempts were made (Klofas et al.
[2008]). The telemetry includes internal side panel and
microcontroller temperatures and was transmitted every
10 minutes (Mike Rupprecht [2010]).

The listed transceivers have been analyzed in terms of
distance, mass, frequency or data rate. Other transceivers
flown on CubeSats in space include the Alinco DJ-C4
and DJ-C5 (Klofas et al. [2008]). The Stensat Group and

Microhard System Inc. develop transceivers for CubeSats
which have been proved in space. The adaption of these
commercial off-the-shelf modems simplifies the design of
the communication system. So far, none of the presented
modems have been used for intersatellite links but the
successful missions demonstrated its serviceability.

4. RELATIVE NAVIGATION

Traditionally external observations with the help of ground
based measurements were used for orbit determination of
satellites in space, e.g. using Radio Detection and Ranging
(RADAR) for flight path determination of satellites and
all flying objects in the near surroundings of earth. This in-
formation is made available by North American Aerospace
Defense Command (NORAD) in the form of Two Line
Elements (TLE) datasets including all important orbit
parameters necessary for tracking. The achievable accu-
racy is dependent on the refresh period and therefore on a
present communication link if this data were to be present
on a satellite. For a highly autonomous and adaptive
relative position determination system as required for the
application of formation flying, the sole usage of this data
source is not appropriate and insufficient.

Laser measurements for long ranges as well as various
optical methods for short distances, e.g. Photonic Mixer
Devices (PMD) cameras, can be used for distance deter-
minations with high performance and accuracy on conven-
tional space vehicles.

4.1 Laser technologies

Laser technologies for distance measurements are very
accurate even for high ranges and could already be suc-
cessfully deployed on some satellites. Systems based on
this technology are already available in small sizes and
are also used on mobile robots e.g. in form of laser scan-
ners for obstacle detection, collision avoidance or simul-
taneous localization and mapping. In contrast to simple
distance measurements, laser scanners can also be used
for the construction of a 3D image of the environment
but their obligatory pan-/tilt and positioning mechanics
can be quite complex and therefore demanding in terms of
requirements on the satellite platform.

Indeed, the usage of laser scanners which only deliver
distance information and therefore no complete 3D relative
position are hardly appropriate for small satellites. One
important reason is the very high requirement on an
attitude control of the satellite. Also, the position of the
other satellite must be known to a good degree in the
forefront of the distance measurements, in order to be able
to acquire a pointing of the target satellite. Additional
hardware accompanying the distance measurement system
must be equipped on the satellite along with a non-
negligible, necessary laser optics which defeats the purpose
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of a highly integrated system, which would be desired on
small satellites with their minor availability of space and
power. An example for a laser scanner is Hokuyo UTM-
30LX (Sensor [2010]), which is adequate for the use on
mobile robots for navigation tasks. What impedes the
application on small satellites is the rather high energy
consumption of up to 12 W.

4.2 Binocular cameras

Optical monocular cameras, which deliver visual informa-
tion or optical flow patterns, have been common on space-
crafts for a long time. Their use is not solely restricted to
inspection and observation tasks. Camera systems are used
for docking maneuvers, especially for non-autonomous or
partly autonomous operations. The operation range for
these cases is limited to a few meters. The disadvantage of
not directly accessible depth information when generating
2D picture material can be alleviated by the use of size
relation estimations using the knowledge about already
known objects in the camera picture, e.g. an already
recorded geometry is measured and thereby a distance can
be derived indirectly (Uber and Doherty [1988]).

Binocular cameras, where two partial optics separated by
a fixed distance observe the same object from different
angles, deliver – like the human eyes – a depth information,
which can also be gained if the geometry of the observed
object is unknown. Therefore, a 3D picture of the envi-
ronment can be created (Capurro et al. [1993]). If these
camera systems are present, they can be used for rela-
tive localization, albeit with limited range and accuracy.
(Rovira Más et al. [2009]) states 20 m as an achievable,
useful range for a lens distance of 20 cm where usable
stereo pictures for robotic control can be derived. Current
developments for distance determination show promising
approaches of algorithmic data handling (Tao et al. [2010],
Hao and Kang [2009]). However, current implementations
are always very restricted in their applicability for very
small satellites. One problem is e.g. the sensitive and
elaborate optics and mechanics which can only be par-
tially miniaturized, especially because of the physically
necessary distance between the lenses as the operational
range or the accuracy of the measurement is proportional
to the inverse distance between the lenses (Rovira Más
et al. [2009]). Possibly also the target object, in this
case another satellite, must be actively illuminated which
negatively increases the energy consumption of the whole
system. In conclusion, binocular cameras show a promising
field of application, particularly if optical systems on the
satellite are obligatory for other reasons, anyway. However,
an implementation of such a system at the current time
is largely hindered by the too demanding restrictions of
small satellites.

4.3 3D-time-of-flight-Cameras

These very compact camera systems deliver direct distance
measurements for each pixel using a time-of-flight pro-
cedure. The reflections are measured by a sensor which
can pixel wise determine the distance to an object by
measuring the phase difference between sent and received
signals. Especially interesting for the application in space
flights is the fact that the relative distance and attitude of

Fig. 3. 3D-Time-of-flight (TOF) cameras: left) PMD Tech-
nologies Wikipedia [2010a], right) MESA Imaging AG
Wikipedia [2010b]

a target satellite can be directly gained from a 3D depth
picture. (Ringbeck et al. [2007]) gives an overview of this
technology.

This technology is independent of external reference points
(Imaging AG [2010]). Moreover, it is energy-saving as there
are neither scan cycles nor is additional computing power
necessary for the computation of a 3D scenery. The geome-
try of big objects, e.g. a satellite that needs to be inspected,
can be measured without a necessary base length increase
like e.g. on binocular cameras. A further advantage for
applicability on satellites is the innecessity of movable
parts. The 3D time-of-flight camera is a comparably young
technology for which first COTS products are available
since 2005 (PMDTechnologies GmbH [2010]) which shows
that there should be further potential for innovation.

There are restrictions which necessitate further techno-
logical developments: The resolution of current systems
(e.g. 200x200 pixel) is limited but there are no techni-
cal reasons why this aspect cannot be improved in the
long run. It is even possible to combine measurements
from high-resolution cameras with the measurement data
(Sauer et al. [2010]). This is especially interesting when
the quality of data must be improved, e.g. for creating a
detailed picture during inspection tasks. A further field
of research covers the potential range of measurements.
With increasing distance an adequately strong illumina-
tion of the target must be guaranteed with the help of
modulated, optical signals. A commercially available 3D-
time-of-flight camera with a resolution of 176x144 pixel
and an operational range of 10 m consumes about 12 W
(Imaging AG [2010]). While the size and the mass of this
model does nearly fulfill the requirements of picosatellites,
the current power consumption is still critical in terms of
a practical implementation of this device for the use of
relative navigation purposes.

4.4 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

The generic working principle for GNSS, e.g. Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS), is the measurement of the duration
of signal propagation.

The easiest way of gaining a relative positioning with
GNSS is the calculation of the difference of two indepen-
dently derived absolute positions. This does not pose any
high demands on the receiver and the achievable accuracy
is in the range of 15-20 m as also for absolute position
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Table 2. Comparison table of merits and shortcomings of different relative navigation ap-
proaches. Marked on a subjective, relative scale from “++” meaning very good, over “o” meaning
indifferent to “- -” meaning very bad compared to the best in each category. Flexibility regarding

possible application scenarios.

cost size & weight & power range reliability accuracy flexibility

NORAD-RADAR + TLE ++ ++ ++ - - - - -

laser technologies - - - - + o ++ -

binocular cameras + o - - - + +

3D time-of-flight cameras o - - + + ++

GNSS ++ + ++ + + +

Radio based ranging ++ + + + o ++

determination using a single receiver. Another approach
is the differencing of the range measurements as they are
conducted in the receivers (pseudoranges). This corrects
common errors like inaccurate or faulty orbits or clocks of
the GNSS satellites. The relative accuracy achievable in
real-time is around 10 m (Highsmith and Axelrad [1999]).

A big improvement in accuracy is achieved by including
carrier phase measurements. Using double differencing of
carrier phases, the achievable real-time accuracy is around
5 cm (Ebinuma [2002]). The highest exactness can be
achieved by using so called Real-Time-Kinematic (RTK)
methods. This principle resolves the ambiguity of carrier
phase determination and a subsequent position measure-
ment by using exclusive phase measurements is possible.
RTK enables accuracies of 1 cm (Busse [2003], Leung and
Montenbruck [2005]), at least in post-processing.

For the mentioned accuracies in the range of a few cm, not
only improved algorithms are necessary. Also, range and
phase measurements must be very accurate and reliable.
Outliers in the range estimation, as well as cycle slips in
the phase measurement have to be eliminated or reliably
detected. Depending on the seperation distance of the
small satellites, and therefore the distance between the
GNSS receivers, precise GNSS ephemeris information are
necessary. The demands on the accuracies of the ephemeris
data increases with the base length as an error in the ab-
solute position decreases the relative position estimation.

As an example, the ISL bandwidth requirement for a
relative navigation subsystem, based on a GNSS module
on two satellites, is given as 1 kByte/s up to 48 kByte/s
for a high-update rate Multi-GNSS receiver.

The use of optical technologies, as presented, is theoret-
ically also possible on small satellites but they do not
work in an omnidirectional way and therefore require
high demands on the attitude and orbit control of the
satellites. Furthermore, parameters like electrical power
consumption, mass and thermal issues are so far not tai-
lored for the application on small satellites. In contrast, a
GNSS receiver can gather an absolute position information
without external information – except for the presence
and visibility of corresponding GNSS satellites. The same
receiver can also be used for relative positioning by using
the difference range measurements. Thus, it is possible to
use this technology for both purposes which is especially
helpful on small satellites with their limited resources. The
integration of a GNSS device for relative navigation on
small satellites provides an integrated system for absolute
and relative positioning which – in comparison – shows
good performance. Using multiple GNSS antennas, even

an absolute attitude of the satellite can be gained without
any further sensors.

4.5 Radio based ranging

Radio based positioning systems for formation flying take
advantage from the fact: Pico- and Nanosatellites have
limited resources regarding size and power. A combined
communication and navigation system enables an inter-
satellite link as well as a relative navigation system for
formation flying. Ranging labels distance measurements
which are a prerequisite for localisation. The accuracy and
achievable distance of the relative ranging system depends
on the measuring technique (e.g. ToF, ToA, RSSI) as well
as the communication protocol (e.g. WLAN, UWB).

A simplified qualitative comparison of all mentioned tech-
nologies is shown in table 2.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper considers two main requirements for the im-
plementation of formation flying with small satellites. We
presented an overview of various transceivers for the im-
plementation of an intersatellite link in terms of mass, dis-
tance, frequency or data rate. Relative navigation is a sec-
ond important requirement for formation flying. Various
technologies have been introduced and discussed regarding
their applicability.

The ISL needs to guarantee a minimum data rate for the
transmission of information between satellites in a forma-
tion, e.g. for a differencing GNSS system, allowing higher
positioning accuracies than single-point measurements.

The proposed relative navigation technologies have dif-
ferent accuracies, operational ranges and requirements.
For example, a laser range finder demands an AOCS. In
contrast, GNSS or radio based ranging show potential
for a broad operation range and proofed to be the tech-
nologies of choice for formation flying missions with pico-
and nanosatellites. Formation flying demands further key
enabling technologies such as formation control algorithms
or a propulsion system which need to be identified in future
works. It will open the doors to numerous future missions
and applications in space.
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